In the AD, RetM deficit, particularly the free and delayed recall of series of words, sentences, or objects, occurs earlier than the medial temporal atrophy shown by magnetic resonance imaging, and it is considered the most reliable predictor of the disease in its preclinical stage 3 . Impairment of prospective memory (ProM), though a common initial complaint of AD patients, has been neglected in cognitive studies of the disease. While RetM is the memory of the past, ProM is the memory of the future 4 . ProM consists in remembering to carry out intended actions at an appropriate point in the future, such as to keep appointments, pay bills, take medicine, carry out domestic chores, and give one person the message that someone else has called.
To perform a ProM task, one must remember there was an intention (the prospective component) and the contents of the intention, "what to do" (the retrospective component). This retrospective component is highly dependent on the medial temporal lobe structures, it is what makes ProM (to memorize or learn a list of things to do in the future) to be similar to RetM (to remember a list of events from the past), and constitutes one of the reasons why ProM and RetM are usually impaired in the early stages of the AD 5, 6 . The prospective component is what characterizes ProM as unique, different from learning, in that it is the memory of an intention, essential for goal-directed behaviors. As highlighted by Karantzoulis et al. 7 , even such prospective component is a complex process, which involves at least four stages: intention formation, to plan the future activity, i.e., what and when to do it; intention retention, to hold the intention in memory while other activities are occurring, i.e., during the ongoing task; intention initiation, the point at which the appropriate cue (e.g., an event) triggers an effortful and controlled search of memory for the intention; and intention execution, when the retrieval context actually occurs and the action of the intended action is executed.
In tests for assessment of RetM, the recovery of information requires an active and conscious process. This pattern does not apply for ProM. The tests, which have been applied to assess ProM, involve the presentation of information to which the patient will be asked to recognize or recall later on in response to a signal provided by the examiner 8 . Einstein and McDaniel 9 classify ProM tasks according to a factor that triggers action: it may be a particular event (ProM based on an event) or a determined time (ProM based on time).
Since until recently the research on memory had tended to neglect ProM, it is not surprising that the traditional memory test batteries ( for example, Wechsler's battery) 10 do not include tests for assessment of ProM.
One of the first attempts to include ProM tasks in clinical assessment was the Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test battery (RBMT) 11 , which consists of two event-based ProM tasks: the appointment and belonging tests. These tests are event-based and require that the subject remembers to perform a simple action later on during the assessment session.
The aim of this study was to investigate the performance of patients with mild AD as compared to healthy control subjects on two new ProM tests, which were developed by the authors (the clock test, based on time; and the animal one, based on an event), and to compare the accuracy of these two tests with that of the appointment and the belonging tasks of the RBMT 12 . This study was approved by the Medical School Ethics Committee. All the patients and controls signed the informed consent form.
MetHODS
We studied 20 patients with mild AD followed-up in the Neuropsychology Unit of the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP) Hospital, and 20 normal matched controls. Routine laboratory examinations for dementia assessment (including B12 and folic acid dosage, serology for syphilis, thyroid hormones) and brain computed tomography were carried out in all patients.
The diagnosis of probable AD was based on DSM-IV 1 and NINCDS-ADRDA criteria 13 , and its severity, on the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) 14 . We included only patients with Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 15 scores between 16 and 24, and CDR score of 1. Exclusion criteria were: history of other neurological or psychiatric diseases, drug or alcohol addiction, and prior exposition to neurotoxic substances. Control subjects were matched to the patients for age (±5 years) and education (±2 years), with CDR 0, and without previous history of neurological or psychiatric disease, or memory complaints. A detailed interview and a battery of neuropsychological tests were applied to all of them.
The neuropsychological assessment comprised the following tests, for which all subjects repeated the instruction for the proposed tasks in order to verify their understanding.
The ProM was assessed using two tests of the RBMT (Brazilian version validated by Yassuda et al., 2010) 12 : the appointment and the belonging test; and two other tests developed by the authors: the clock and the animal ones.
Appointment test
The subjects are required to ask for their next appointment when they hear the ringing of the alarm clock, which is set to go off 15 minutes after the instruction has been given. Scoring system: one point if the correct response was given following a prompt ("What were you going to do when the alarm rang?") and two if it was given without a prompt (maximum score=2).
Belonging test
At the beginning of the session, the examiner borrows from the subject a personal belonging, which the examiner hides, letting the subject know where it is hidden (e.g., into a drawer) with an instruction that the subject asks for it to be returned at the end of the session. Then, at the end of the session, the examiner says: "That is the end of the session". If the subject does not spontaneously request the belonging, the examiner gives a prompt: "Was there something you were going to ask me for?" Scoring: one point if the subject recalled the item, another one if he/she recalled the location and additional points for each response which was given without a prompt (maximum score=4).
Animal test
Subjects are told that they are going to see 20 photographs of animals, one at a time (during five seconds), and that his/her task is to name each animal (naming task) and, in case he/she sees some object or food in the mouth of the animal, to inform to the examiner (this is a ProM task embedded in a naming task). For the ProM task, there are two photographs: one in the 5 th and another in the 19 th position. Scoring: one point for each correct response (maximum score=2).
clock test
At the beginning of the session, the subject is asked to remind the examiner of an appointment five minutes afterwards, with the instruction: "In five minutes I have to tell to the nurse about a medication. Could you please remind me to go to talk to her on five minutes?" This time is spent with other tests or activities. There must be a clock visible in the periphery of the subject visual field. Scoring: two points if the subject reminds the examiner after five minutes with an error of (±) 30 seconds; one for errors higher than this (and none if there is no reminding); (maximum score=2).
As regards to the last two ProM tests (the animal and the clock ones), they were developed by the authors in an experimental attempt to improve the accuracy of ProM tests, so they have no previous psychometric validation. Their construction followed the criteria proposed by McDaniel and Einstein 16 for creating typically prospective tasks: • the execution of the intended action must not be immediate: not be executed immediately after the intention, but delayed or postponed to some point in the future; • the ProM task must be embedded in another ongoing activity; • the time frame for response must be limited: to have constrained time frame of opportunities in which forgetting or recalling of the task is required for initiating the intended action; • to have limited time frame for accomplishing the action, it cannot be a task that requires long time to be carried out (e.g., reading a book or going on a trip) and in case of tasks in laboratory, it must be carried out in seconds or in a few minutes; • there must be an intention -this is a critical factor that characterizes the ProM task: to be based on an consciously formed intention or plan; and • the formed intention should not be maintained in working memory, in the focus of consciousness, but temporarily forgotten by performing other activities, otherwise it would constitute a vigilance task, not a ProM one.
The subjects have also been tested for other cognitive functions whose deficits could interfere with the performance of ProM tasks (counterproofs): attention/concentration -digit span subtest of WMS-R 10 ; executive function -trail making A and B
17
; depression and anxiety -Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia (CSDD) 18 ; visual perception -abstract figures (modified from Jones-Gotman et al.) 19 ; and RetM -Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) 17 .
The statistical analysis was carried out using SAS System for Windows 20 , version 9.1.3. We used Student's t-test to compare patients and controls as for age and education; and Wilcoxon signed rank test for matched pairs to compare their performance on the neuropsychological tests. McNemar's exact test was used to compare the ProM subtests with each other as regards the performance of AD patients on these tests. We also used the average weighted Kappa coefficient for correlation and measurements of accuracy, assessing the sensitivity and specificity for each of the ProM tests. Statistical significance considered was p<0.05.
reSUltS
There were 9 men and 11 women in each group. Dementia patients had similar age (mean 75.6±standard deviation 7.8 versus 73.8±6.5 years; p=0.447) and educational level as controls (5.6±4.5 versus 5.8±4.4 years; p=0.915). They also performed as controls on digit span forward (p=0.324) and trail making A (p=1.000), but worse on MMSE (22.6±1.9 versus 29.0±1.3; p=0.0001), digit span backwards (3.3±0.7 versus 4.0±0.9; p=0.0005), trail making B (12.3±5.7 versus 21.0± 6.0; p=0.0001), visual perception (8.1±1.3 versus 9.0±0.9; p=0.015), RAVLT delayed recall (1.1±1.6 versus 6.65±2.6; p<0.0001). Dementia patients ProM total scores were inferior to those of controls (4.1±2.5 versus 8.8±1.2; p<0.0001). Their performance was particularly worst on the clock (p=0.0004), the belonginglocation (p=0.0003), the animals (p<0.0001), and the appointment (p<0.0001) subtests. Only two ProM tests were correlated with RAVLT mean score of five immediate recall trials: the animals (r=5372, p<0.05) and the appointment (r=4706, p<0.05), but without significant correlation with RAVLT delayed recall (r=0.3288 and r=0.2233, respectively). Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia (CSDD) showed no signs of depression in the Dementia Group. In this scale, nine dementia patients scored 0, and 11 scored 1 or 2. In the dementia subgroup with scores 1 (eight subjects) or 2 (three subjects), the analysis of correlation between CSDD and ProM scores showed a statistically significant relationship only with the animals' test (r=0.606, p<0.05, two-tailed), but this correlation was positive, which means that CSDD scores did not influence negatively the performance on ProM tasks.
In order to compare the performance of the groups on the ProM tests of the RBMT with the clock and animal tests, the correlation between the memory subtests was measured using the average weighted Kappa coefficient. For the interpretation of the magnitude of this coefficient, values ≥0.75 indicate excellent correlation, values between 0.75 and 0.40 point to good correlation and values ≤0.40 indicate no correlation. All our values were below 0.40, thus indicating no correlation between RBMT and our tests, and suggesting they are not equivalent ( Table 1 ).
The performance of the groups on RBMT ProM tests (appointment, belonging-item and belonging-location tests) and on the clock and the animal tests was analyzed by assessing their accuracy (sensitivity and specificity), as seen in Table 2 . Statistical analysis with the Cochran test showed significant difference for sensitivity only in the comparison of the belonging-item test versus the animal one (p=0.0469). No significant difference was found for specificity.
DiScUSSiON
All subjects could understand what was expected of them in the tasks proposed. Even those who failed in ProM tests could, at the end of the testing session, remember the instructions that had been given to them.
AD patients showed significantly inferior performance on all ProM tasks: animals, appointment, clock, and belonginglocation tests. This inferior performance cannot be related to age, for the small difference of age between the two groups was not statistically significant. Furthermore, the age effect on cognitive performance is usually secondary to the effect of education level 15, 21 , which was similar in both groups. The difficulties experienced by AD patients can neither be explained by deficit of attention, visual perception or executive function, for there was not a correlation between ProM and the control tests for these cognitive functions.
The impairment of ProM in the present patients was expected, since AD affects multiple cognitive domains, first and foremost memory, and its different subtypes 22 . We found that only two ProM tests (the animals and the appointment) were correlated to RAVLT immediate recall, but not with RAVLT delayed one. This finding indicates that the ProM tests are related to intention formation and working memory operations involved in the immediate recall of the word list, but not to the specifically RetM component required for delayed recall. Thus, these ProM tests do not evaluate the same memory component (retrospective, episodic) assessed by RAVLT.
Moreover, other studies 5, 6, [23] [24] [25] have shown that ProM is primarily and early affected in AD, independently of the concurrent deficit of RetM. There are indications that ProM and RetM depend on different cognitive processes and different brain regions. Performance on ProM tests is more reliant on intention formation, strategic planning, self-initiated retrieval, and interruption or inhibition of ongoing actions, which are cognitive processes highly dependent on the frontal lobes, but not on the hippocampal system. Positron emission tomography (PET) studies of young adults performing ProM tasks have found several localized brain activations, particularly in the right dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices, anterior cingulate gyrus, left parahippocampal gyrus, and midline medial frontal lobe 5 . The authors of this article related these localized activations to specific cognitive operations involved in ProM, such as: holding an intention toward future behavior, checking target items within presented stimuli, and dividing attention between the planned ProM action and the routine activity in which it was embedded.
Contrary to our expectations, we found no correlation between the RBMT and our ProM (the animals and the clock tests), indicating that they do not evaluate ProM in the same way. Thus, we cannot conclude whether any of them is more suitable for studying this subtype of memory. On the other hand, we also evaluated the accuracy of these tests in distinguishing AD from normal aging by comparing the patients' sensitivity and specificity. All four ProM tests showed similar accuracy, except that the animals' test was more sensitive than the belonging-item one. Although several authors have found that ProM is early affected in AD, few studies have yielded effective tests for assessing this type of memory. The guidelines proposed by McDaniel and Einstein 16 for creating informative ProM tasks have contributed to the elaboration of new instruments to assess a more comprehensive cognitive profile of AD, already in the initial stages of the disease.
This study presents some limitations. The sample is small and the scoring system has a limited variation of scores (0, 1 and 2); thus, rendering difficult the statistical analysis. In spite of these limitations, we can conclude that the clock and the animals' tests -used for the first time in this study -have similar or even higher sensitivity than the ProM tests of RBMT battery; there were no differences in performance between the ProM tests based on time and those based on event; and both ProM and RetM are significantly impaired in the mild phase of AD.
